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From: H 

Sent: 6/23/2009 2:36:06 PM +00:00 

To: Huma Abedin <Huma@clintonemail.com> 

Subject: Fw: here's juan cole you may not have seen, Sid 

Pis print. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: sbwhoeopc=J 
To: H 
Sent: Thu Jun 18 10:01 :09 2009 
Subject: here's juan cole you may not have seen, Sid 

Thursday, June 18, 2009 

Day of Mourning, Protests, Called by Mousavi on Thu rsday 
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Mir·Hosain Mousavi, who maintains he won last Friday's presidential election despite official assertions that he lost 2 to 1 to Mahmoud Ahmadil 
another rally Thursday <http://english,aljazeera,net/news/middleeast/2009/06/200961821430303166,html>,this time in part to honor the ~ 
hardliners or security forces in the course of previous demonstrations, 

Mourning the martyr is as central to Iranian Shiite religious culture as it was to strains of medieval Catholicism in Europe, and Mousavi's camp 
powerful set of images and myths here, The archetypal Shiite martyr is Imam Husayn, the grandson of the Prophet Muhammad, who champiol 
Muslims in Iraq and was cut down by the then Umayyad Muslim Empire, Recognition that a Muslim state might commit the ultimate in sacrileg 
person who had been dangled on the Prophet's knee has imbued modern political Shiism with a distrust of the state, When Husayn's head was 
Umayyad caliph Yazid and deposited before his throne, older companions of the Prophet are said to have wept and remarked, "I saw the Propr 
cheeks," Shiites ritually march, flagellate, and chant in honor of the martyred Imam or divinely·appoi nted leader, 
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Today's protesters are wearing green, which symbolizes Mousavi's descent from the Prophet Muhammad, (Mousavi's family name refers to the 
(descendant of the Prophet with claims to divine knowledge), Musa Kazim, whose tomb is in Kazimiya, north Baghdad, Sayyid families, those ( 
from the Prophet, often take one of the Imams' names as a family name to honor them, though of course they are also claiming descent from 
Imams right back to the Prophet.) The repertOires of protest the reformists are using echo those of the 1978-79 Islamic Revolution-- they are 
Great," mourning pious fallen martyrs, etc,-- another sign that this movement is not just alienated secularized elites, 

But now Mousavi's his supporters are also sporting black ribbons to indicate that they are in mourning for the fallen, Typically, the dead will be 
again at one month and at 40 days, In 1978 such demonstrations for those killed in previous demonstrat ions grew in size all through the year, 
an alleged million in the streets of Tehran, Since the reformists are already claiming Monday's rally was a million, you wonder where things wil 

The regime's attempt to paint the protesters as nothing more than US intelligence agents 
<http://news,yahoo,com/s/ap/2009 0617/ap_on_re_mi_ea /mUran_election> underlines how wise President Obama has been not to insert hi 
into the situation in Iran, The reformers and the hard liners are not stable groupings, The core of each is competing for the allegiance of the g~ 

public, If the reformers can convince most Iranians of the justice of their cause, they will swing behind the opposition, If the hard liners can co 
that the reformers are nothing more than cat's paws of a grasping, imperialist West-- i.e, that they are Ahmad Chalabis trying to bring Iran fOI 
so as to get power themselves-- then the reformists will be crushed, Iranians value national independence above all, having suffered with a CI 
goverment for decades in the mid-twentieth century, 

The prescriptions of John McCain and Faux Cable news for muscular US diplomacy at this point are tone deaf to Iranian realities and would bac 
harming both the reform cause and US interests, Anyway, after the basket case to which the US Republican Party reduced Iraq, no one in the 
likely to want them meddling in their internal affairs, 

Reports are streaming in of the arrest of over a hundred opposition figures and of hard line militia men following protesters home and breakin~ 
to terrorize them, See e,g" Basij paramilitary forces terrorize residential complex <http://www.payvand.com/news/09/jun/1164.html> , The I 
are said to be afraid to come out in numbers during the opposition demonstrations, but sneak around at night to trail protesters and harass or 

Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei had met Tuesday morning with the representatives of all four presidential candidates 
<http://www.chicagotribune.com/n ews/nationworld/chi -tc-nw-iran-0617- 0618jun18,O,2404153.story> ,urging them to make up but continuil 
Ahmadinejad was the winner by 24 million to 14 million votes, He portrayed the massive post-election demonstrations and charges of ballot fr 
tiff, 

Gary Sick wonders if Khamenei really is the supreme leader any more <http://garysick,tumblr,com/post /125605556/is-this-another-iranian -re 
hints that the hard line tack of stealing the election was directed by the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps, the country's religious national gUi 

Reports are coming in from Iran that allege that the regime is tracking down and destroying satellite dishes, using helicopters for aerial surveil 
neighborhoods and Basij, the right wing militia (sort of like Mussolini's Black Shirts) to do the breaking and entering, Kindly neighbors who ha\ 
suspected satellite dish owners that the militiamen were coming have sometimes reportedly themselves been arrested, 
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Dell Days of Deals! June 15·24 • A New Deal Everyday! 
<http://pr,atwola,com/promoclk/100126575x1222677718x1201465083/aol?redir=http:%2F%2Fad,doubleclick,net%2Fclk%3B215692163% 3 
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From: H <HDR22@clintonemail.com> 
To: Huma Abedin <Huma@clintonemail.com> 
Date: Tue, 23 Jun 2009 10:36:06 ·0400 
Subject: Fw: here's iuan cole YOU may not have seen, Sid 
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